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Econometrics â€“ generalities

Goodness of fit: R2 = the ratio of the â€œexplained â€œ variation to the total variation ... The error variance Ïƒ2 ... Standard error of estimate (root mean squared error). 
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Econometrics – generalities 1.Start point : Theoretical models: Demand=f(price, income); growth =f(investments); salary=f(human capital); taxes=f( tax rate)… 2. Model specification (F) + variables Shift from step 1 to 2 is crucial – we define the limits within which we will accept the theory validation 3. Estimation (find the F function parameters approximation) 4. Evaluate the statistical and formal model adequacy (does it fit to the reality) 3 and 4 application of specific statistical methods Two main domain of econometrics: 1. Quantification of economic relationships : estimation methodology and methods. 2. Theoretical and adopted model u underlying hypothesis verification (=testing procedures)



Simple regression model and Ordinary Least Square (OLS)



y= β0+ β1 x+u OLS- minimizing the sum of squared distances from points to regression line



y= β0+ β1 x+u Q= ∑i (yi - b0 - b1 xi)2 (b=estimated values of β) (vertical distances in the case of OLS; other distances are possible – horizontal, orthogonal…) Goodness of fit: R2 = the ratio of the “explained “ variation to the total variation Total sum of variation (total sum of squares (SST) SST= ∑i (yi – mean(y))2 Explained Sum of Squares (SSE) SSE=∑i (est(yi) – mean(y))2 Residual Sum of Squares (SSR) SSR =∑i (est(ui) )2 SST=SSE+SSR



R2 = SSE/SST=1 – SSR/SST The error variance σ
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Its unbiased estimator is:



σ2 = SSR/(n-2) , where (n-2) number of degrees of freedom or σ2 = 1/(n-2) ∑i (est(ui) )2 Standard error of estimate (root mean squared error) se(b)= σ /∑i (xi – mean(x))2 Assumptions: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Unbiased (zero conditional mean)( E(u|x)=0) Common (homoscedastic) variance (Var (ui=σ2) Independence of residuals (no residual autocorrelation ( Cov (ui, uj)=0 for all i≠j ) Independence (exogeneity) of x variables in the equation (Cov (Xj, uj)=0)



Under these assumption OLS can be used If 1-4 are satisfied OLS estimator is BLUE (Best Linear Unbiased Estimator) (Linear means linear in parameters



y= β0+ β1 logx+u)



If assumptions are met the OLS estimator is : Unbiased: E(b0)= β0 1. 2. minimal variance (efficiency of the estimator) 3. convergent If hetroscedasticity (asump2 violation ) estimator is still unbiased, but not the most efficient (significance tests may be biased) Bivariate and multivariate



y= β0+ β1 x+u



(bivariate)



y= β0+ β1 x1+ β1 x1+ β1 x1…+ + u (multivariate) y =β’ X+u



(multivariate in matrix notation)



Our objectives 1.How to build and evaluate different models (structural (following the theory)) and non structural (without strong theory background, fitting well the data)) based on different type of data (time series, cross-section, panel). 2. Diagnostics (tests) and model improvements, specific estimation procedures. How to cope with different violations of basic assumptions All that using stata procedures.
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